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Abstract
Most problems cited in papers dealing with project success factors are
often linked to the responsibility of particular players in the construction phase,
rather than to the relations among them and with their environment. Challenging
the current belief that "dividing is ruling", this new vision groups problems
seemingly different in nature, and provides, from their analysis, a unified set of
recommendations that, if applied, could help drastically reduce unpredictability of
the outcome of a project and boost productivity. Yet, and it is confirmed by the
few articles that have been written about this approach, little has been done on
the construction field. The appearance of a new form of project management,
lean construction, and the verifiable results of improvement it triggers, offers the
interface perspective a more comprehensive and supportive environment, in
which it can be more easily developed, implemented and perfected. This study
focuses on what should be considered the three most important interfaces during
the construction phase of the project, and will compare the improvements
suggested by this approach to the principles of lean construction, to support the
utility of this new way of perceiving problems.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
1.1 Topic of the study
It is commonly accepted in the trade that the Western construction
industry is characterized by its low performance and productivity. The
uniqueness of every construction site and the hostile environment of the
construction industry (temporary employment, instability, etc.) are partially
responsible for this. However, these factors do not fully explain the lack of
efficiency of many construction sites.
A study led for the Construction Industry Cost Effectiveness Project [CICE
(1983)] found that "the construction industry has been criticized, to a large extent
justifiably, for its slow acceptance and use of modern management methods to
plan and execute projects. Many people, both inside and outside the industry,
view this as a primary cause of serious delays in schedules and large cost
overruns that have plagued the industry in recent years. Still there is no lack of
modern cost-effective management systems that can provide project managers
with all the controls they need." This same study is cited seven years later by
Oglesby, Parker and Howell (1989).
Almost twenty years have passed since the first release of those study
results by the CICE. Yet there has been no noticeable improvement in the
management techniques on site. This is particularly true concerning the
conception of responsibility, especially on major building construction sites. Such
sites are often under the control of a general contractor who holds a prime
contract with the owner. The general contractor only does a small portion of the
works (most often the heavy works like concrete forming and placing), while the
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remaining works, which often represent more than eighty percent of the total, are
performed by specialty firms that have a subcontract with the general contractor
for a portion of the work. Those sites usually involve twenty-five or more
subcontractors. This can also be the case for industrial and housing projects.
The presence of those numerous players often produces the opportunity
for conflicts to arise on site. Every party involved in the construction process is in
business to make profit, and the activities or practices of the general contractor
or certain subcontractors may be costly to others. The differences in objectives
for each player lead to conflicts, and unless there is good faith and willingness to
compromise by both parties, the differences will develop into adversarial
relationships that take the attention away from getting the job done. This is
particularly visible when the site suffers delays and the deadline is coming closer.
Under pressure, the parties involved in the conflict will try harder and harder to
reject the responsibility on their opponents. This is often aggravated by the
unbalance existing between the parties, especially in contractor-subcontractor
disputes, for the general contractor often possesses sufficient resources to
withstand the conflict, and usually ends by "winning" the dispute, for the short-
run.
Yet, there does not seem to be a particular managerial tool to analyze
these conflicting relationships. Little has been done to prevent such conflicts from
taking place, or at least to settle conflicts in a fair and peaceful way that could
restore a good and healthy working environment, which in turn could lead to an
increase in productivity, fewer delays and less cost overruns.
The aim of this study is to provide managers with a new way of perceiving
conflicts and responsibility, and show how a better analysis and control of the
interfaces involved in disputes during the construction phase will be beneficial to
the whole phase. The study will mainly focus on major building sites for, due to
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their nature: They involve many different trade firms with different objectives. This
type of setting is often favorable to conflicts and disputes.
1.2 The "interface" concept on site
1.2.1 Definition
When looked-up in the Encarta dictionary, "interface" is defined as being
"the point at which a connection is made between two elements so that they can
work with one another." More tailored for computer interfaces than for human
ones, this definition will be adapted, in this study, to the construction
environment. If the definition is transposed to the human context, then it can be
assumed that wherever there is a relationship, there is an interface. Indeed, an
oral communication, for example, establishes a connection between two or more
persons (the "elements" mentioned in the definition). In fact, all kinds of
interaction between people are connections, represented on the following
sociogram by arrows:
Figure 1.1 A typical sociogram. The thickness of each arrow indicates the
amount of information conveyed in a communication, and the matchstick symbols
account for the number of communication events exchanged by each entity
(person or group of persons).
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Now, to try to represent the interface between two persons, one has to
imagine a person as an entity surrounded by a "bubble", and the interface as the
common boundary of two "bubbles" that connect. Nevertheless, this definition is
far too abstract, and not suited for the intention of this study: it seems difficult to
control "a common boundary". Therefore, it becomes important to explain what
"controlling interfaces" means.
The first step is to define the "elements" involved in the "connection".
Here, an individual or a group of individuals ("team" in construction language) is
an element, and any type of interaction or relation among these elements is a
connection. A previous paragraph mentioned communication as a kind of
connection; nonetheless, connections are not to be limited to that category: for
instance, when a production unit requires various successive small works
implying different trades, an interaction would be the delivery by one team of the
unit ready for the next team to proceed. The interface is the sum of all these
interactions. It can be spatial, like the physical occupancy of a unit by a team,
space that cannot be occupied at the same time by another team, or temporal.
Now that the interface concept is more tangible, it becomes easier to
define what controlling it means: controlling an interface in between two people is
equivalent to monitoring communications or interactions, coordinating the
different teams with the objective of an optimal or at least better schedule and
planning, as well as improving interaction. As one will later see in this document,
controlling interfaces can take many aspects, and does not necessarily imply
strengthening the control the management team has on an interaction.
I1
1.2.2 Representation of these interfaces
Inspired from the sociogram represented in Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2 is a
visual summary of what has been said in the previous paragraphs: each circle
represents an element and the arrows, which in the case of the sociogram
described the communications between two entities, represent the totality of the
interactions, or the interfaces. However, this representation is still not practical for
a spatial or temporal interface.
Cro up
Individual
-- --- ociA space
Figure 1.2 Interfaces in a social system.
Derived from Figure 1.2, the representation used will be a little more
simplistic. The social space will not be represented, and all connections between
two elements will appear as a simple line, for little attention should be given to
the content of the connection. The novelty from the representation above is the
comments that will help analyze and describe the weaknesses of the interface:
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. Disrespect
. Bad communication c
tasks to do
Site supervisor
f
Subcontractor
. Delays in
reporting ...
. Loss of trust
. Insubordination
Figure 1.3 Representing weaknesses of interfaces.
The idea of this representation is to really focus on the interface itself.
Moreover, by simplifying to a great extent the representation of the rest of the
system, not only is unnecessary information eliminated, but the real interface
problems also appear in a clearer way. The following modification, Figure 1.4,
provides a good example of how to represent improvements brought to an
interface after its analysis. There is no code as to who in the relation must
improve his/her interaction with the other; the contrary would have been denying
the main purpose of this new vision, which is to involve both parties in the
improvement of their interface, and not point out a particular responsible.
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)rting modifications 
. Offering solution:
ing paperwork 
. Asking for advice
Management
Team
Figure 1.4 A typical representation of improved interfaces.
1.3 Project success: definition
s
eb
A survey in the literature on critical success factors reveals several
definitions of "project success" somewhat conflicting with one another. Hence, it
becomes important for this study to give a clear definition of what is understood
by "project success" in these pages before studying the concept of interfaces. To
define the idea of "project success", we should first look at some of the different
definitions that have already been elaborated:
"The project is considered an overall success if the project meets the
technical performance specifications and/or mission to be performed, and
if there is a high level of satisfaction concerning the project outcome
among: key people in the parent organization, key people in the project
team, and key users or clientele of the project effort" [de Wit (1986)].
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.
"having everything turn out as hoped... anticipating all project
requirements and have sufficient resources to meet needs in a timely
manner' [Tuman (1986)].
"results much better than expected or normally observed in terms of cost,
schedule, quality, safety, and participant satisfaction" [Ashley (1987)].
"the success of the project... is the difference between the client's
expectation at the beginning of the project and his satisfaction at its
completion" [Walker (1989)].
There seems to be two trends in the attempt to define a project success:
one is having results "much better than expected", while the other is just meeting
the technical specifications and mission. However, the real key to defining project
success is from which perspective one tries to define it:
"at the end of a project it should be possible to make an assessment of the
extent to which it has been a success or failure. In order to do this it is helpful if
criteria are established at the planning stage, which can be used as the basis of
the assessment. Some of these criteria are easily identified:
" Was the project completed by the target date?
. Was the project completed within the budget?
* Has the completed project met all performance standards set?
Answers to these questions will, to some extent, be dependent upon the
point of view" [Woodward (1997)].
Since this study focuses mainly on the construction phase of the project,
the point of view of the general contractor will be adopted, but one's attitude
concerning cost will vary from that usually perceived on site. In simple word: a
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project will be considered a success if completed on time with no cost overruns
and if the minimum quality required is met. In real life, however, these three
conditions are hardly ever met simultaneously; the two most frequent variations
are cost overruns or delays linked to new/unexpected conditions (in both cases,
technical specifications and minimum quality are almost always met). Most
commonly, the site suffers slight cost overruns and delays. New site conditions,
like the change of specifications during the construction process, or unexpected
site conditions are often responsible for this. To limit the delays generated by
these new conditions, a sacrifice is made at the budget level, to help bring more
manpower and machines on site, and improve productivity. As long as the cost
overruns are reasonable in comparison to the global construction cost, and the
delays represent a very small percentage of the overall construction time
(including the additional time required to fulfill the new requirements), the project
is considered a success.
In some cases, however, the site will be finished in advance with extra
costs or there will be no cost overruns, but the site will suffer some delays. In
those cases, if the additional costs or the delays are minimized and represent a
small portion of the budget or of the estimated overall construction time, the
project will also be considered successful. So, with a more empirical approach of
the matter, it can be said that a project is a success if it is realized with little cost
overruns and delays, and if the construction meets the minimum quality required,
in agreement with the technical specifications. This can be conceptually
summarized by Figure 1.5:
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Figure 1.5 Project success: if the three elements cost, time and quality are
located within the dashed area, the project is considered successful.
1.4 Content and methodology of the study
From June to August 2000, I was employed in an internship for a French
construction company, Bouygues Batiment International, in Singapore. I worked
on the renovation and restoration project of the actual Grand Fullerton, a
luxurious hotel in the Central Business District of Singapore.
My work there consisted in supervising the subcontractors related to the
guestrooms, Bouygues being the general contractor. Since the project was fairly
advanced, I was mainly in care of the architectural and finishing trades. Even
though the project was getting to an end, it was the most interesting part of the
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project for it required many management skills, especially planning and team
managing.
Noticing certain inconsistencies and problems, I carefully studied each
one, and even tested some solutions. However, when I discussed these case-
studies with Professor Rosenfeld, and submitted to him my original report
(attached as Appendix 1), we came to realize that most of them related to a
common category of problems: lack of control of interfaces. Whether the
problems were between different subcontractors or between a subcontractor and
the general contractor, or among any other entities involved in the construction
process, almost always they were "located" at the "fuzzy" interface zone.
Many points have already been made about problems on site, such as a
lack of communication or of professional responsibility, but seldom have these
problems been seen as a poor control of interfaces. I do not intend to bring a
breakthrough with this document, but I hope it will help future managers envision
many problems on site as problems of interfaces.
The observations made on site will provide most of the empirical input to
my work. They will help the reader understand in which way they are related to
the interfaces, and at the same time how this conception of the problems can
help finding solutions. In many theses, a theory is put forward and then tested in
an empirical study. In my case, the fieldwork was done first. Only later, after
studying and reading a lot, was I able to "build" a theory around the empirical
results.
This document is divided in three parts: the first two parts will provide the
reader with a thorough study of three of the most important interfaces on a
construction site: human interfaces, temporal interfaces and spatial interfaces
through the analysis of communication, planning and scheduling problems, and
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show how the use of the interface perspective can help solve them. Part three
will be devoted to Lean Construction, a new management trend in the
construction field.
To have an efficient control on interfaces, one must first have proper
communications on site. But what if communication problems were analyzed as
interface problems? This approach will be developed in the first part of the study,
with a particular focus on three ways of improving management and the working
environment on site, developed though an analysis of these problems from their
perception as interface problems. The second part of this study will focus on
temporal and spatial interfaces as manifested in planning and scheduling. Even
though they are often settled prior to the construction phase, a construction site
is constantly undergoing changes that require schedule and planning adaptation.
One might object that these problems are already considered as
interfaces problems, and that their study will not bring anything new to the field.
However, there have been few impact analyses from the interface point of view,
and the intention of this study is to provide a different framework to cope with
these problems.
The third and final part of the study will describe the principles of Lean
Construction and compare them to the improvements and new configurations on
site that result from an interface analysis. Lean Construction is a production
management based project delivery system emphasizing the reliable and speedy
delivery of value. It challenges the belief that there is always a trade between
time, cost and quality, and has produced significant improvements particularly on
complex, uncertain, and quick projects. By showing that a better control of
interfaces fulfils some of the requirements of Lean Construction, we will prove
how this new way of visualizing problems on site improves productivity. Among
the aspects of Lean Construction that will be developed here, one will find the
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Just-In-Time (JIT) concept, decentralization of decision-making and optimization
of performance.
1.5 Limits of the study
I would like to point out to the reader that the examples used to illustrate
this study are taken from a foreign site, during the construction phase, and
therefore, that this document will mainly try to focus on that phase of projects.
Nonetheless, the analysis developed in the following pages can surely, to a
certain extent, and with some variations be applied to the other phases of a
construction project as well as to projects in other industries.
Since the purpose of this thesis is to focus on the construction phase, the
conception of project success has been defined to best suit the general interest
of the players in this particular phase. I would especially like to draw the attention
of the reader on the fact that this definition does not take into account the work
prior to that phase, although mention is made of the specifications. The reader
should consider the new vision offered in these pages more as a tool to better
the working environment than as a tool to directly boost productivity, even though
both are tightly connected.
Finally, I would like to warn the reader against the belief that by applying
the interface perspective to every problem, his/her construction project will be
bound to succeed. Controlling interfaces appears as a key to project success, but
as concluded investigators for a broad-base survey for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, "there is no simple approach to insure project
effectiveness... the presence of positive determinants is necessary for success,
but will not insure against failure"1 . Still, as mentioned earlier, the aim of this
study is to bring managers a new way of perceiving problems in a project and,
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with this new perspective, enable them to make decisions that will help improve
the general work environment, and increase productivity.
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in Oglesby T. C., Muller F., O'Brien J. J., Construction Management, McGraw-
Hill, Inc., 1978
CHAPTER 2: HUMAN INTERFACES
2.1 Introduction
Construction is one of the oldest activities in the world. It is also the most
resistant to new technologies, mainly because each construction project is
unique, and it would imply designing intelligent machines capable of adapting to
a new environment every time. Machines have only recently appeared on site,
yet the construction activity mostly still relies on human labor. A machine always
does what it is instructed, regardless of its immediate surrounding, whereas a
human being usually needs directives, and is very sensitive to his/her work
environment. Furthermore, a machine requires no interaction with other
machines, for once it has received its instructions, it can work autonomously;
workers require the exact opposite.
A construction process, which can be defined as a logical succession of
numerous specialized activities, can be performed only if the workers that
constitute the manpower interact; an important part of these interactions is based
on communications. Other factors, such as the work environment previously
mentioned, also affect the performance of the workers: a skilled worker in a poor
working environment will not perform as well as an average worker in a good
working environment. Yet, all these factors have a common denominator: they
are all linked to the human nature of the entity performing the work, and
correspond to an interaction of the entity with peers or with the surrounding
environment. Based on this observation, it seems legitimate to analyze the
problems linked to a deficiency of some of these factors from the same unifying
point of view, and to qualify them as human interface problems.
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The conventional wisdom tends to consider each problem individually. In a
sense, this is logical, since it enables to better focus on the problem itself. The
risk of such separation of problems, that seem different in nature, is that one
might find similar solutions after numerous studies, when one would have been
sufficient.
Thomas et al. (1998) fall into this category when quoting Thamhain, and
his observation that the "top 30 potential problems contributing to poor project
performance could be classified using the following five categories:
1. Problems with organizing the project team
2. Weak project leadership
3. Communication problems
4. Conflict and confusion
5. Insufficient upper-management involvement" [Thamhain (1992)]
These five seemingly different categories could easily be summarized in
three words: "human interface problems". Another article quotes Mendelsohn
(1998): "teamwork has been regarded as a key factor leading to productivity in
the engineering and construction industry", but then fails to keep the unifying
point of view just mentioned by quoting Walker (1996): "the capabilities of the
construction management team in planning, team building, and communications
were found to have a strong positive relationship with construction time
performance" [Chan (2001)]: what is "team building" apart from being able to
correctly interact with others in order to create a strong group?
Actually, requirements such as "strong leadership", "good communication",
and "team building capability" are often referred to as "people's skills". So, why
not consider all the problems involving humans or deficiency of one or more of
those skills as human interface problems?
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As mentioned earlier, there are two factors that affected a worker's
performance: relations with peers and relation with the work environment. These
factors tend to become unfriendly, even hostile if the site undergoes heavy
delays, and generate tensions among the different construction parties. Adopting
the human interface perspective, we will try to provide some ways of reducing
these delays and the tensions they create.
The first part of this chapter will focus on improving the means of
communication, by empowering the subcontractors to settle their problems
among themselves, without having to refer to the site supervisor, whose task will
become that of "management by exception". The second part will deal with a very
recurrent problem on construction site, often referred to as "the communication
problem": setting in place an efficient way to control the acknowledgement of
instructions and orders through visual aids. Finally, and maybe the most
important aspect of human interfaces to the workers, the last part of this chapter
will tackle the problem of a hostile work environment. This will be done through
the study of production meetings punctuated by tensions due to the heavy delays
suffered by the project.
2.2 Empowering people
Trade workers on site are mainly organized in teams, each team having
one supervisor or more. The team-supervisors are monitored by site-level
supervisors, foremen and superintendents. One major drawback of this
hierarchy, which enables a better control of the whole work progress, and of the
information that is being transmitted, due to the limited number of communication
channels, is that it is not flexible. As soon as one of the communication channels
is corrupt (e.g.: delay of transmission to the final receiver, information considered
unimportant, discarded), the whole network becomes inefficient, and the
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information is no longer properly transmitted. To help prevent such problems, the
best solution would be to reduce the number of "relays" between the emitter and
the receiver of a message. This can be done by modifying the structural nature of
the hierarchy.
Bavelas, Barret, Smith and Leavitt studied the impact of changes on
different communication networks, and noticed that a centralized network (Figure
2.1.a) had more difficulties responding to a problem and adapting to new
conditions than a decentralized network (Figure 2.1.b), where all the entities are
involved in the process, and share more easily information with one another
[Bavelas (1951)].
a b
Figure 2.1 Two patterns of communications: (a) Centralized Network,
with a local authority and (b) Decentralized Network.
A traditional construction site has an organizational structure as that
depicted by the centralized network: assume the site supervisor is the central
authority, and the subcontractors and the workers are the end points. The site
supervisor is usually under a great deal of pressure, and is therefore reluctant to
try new methods, even though it is obvious that this new method might save time
and therefore money, as well as effort in the long run. This behavior is known as
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Greshams' law, which states "people respond to problems that find them before
they respond to problems they find themselves". Such people are also forced to
filter the information that is given to them every day, and sometimes discards
pieces of information they would have kept, if they had not been under so much
stress.
The following anecdote will provide an example of how to modify the
structure of the communication network: One must know that using a cell-phone
in Singapore is almost as cheap as using a fixed line: every subcontractor's
supervisor had at least a cell phone, coupled, for some, with a pager. One day,
while on site, I happened to notice a defect in a room, so I turned to the
subcontractor's supervisor that had accompanied me, and asked him to call the
supervisor of the subcontractor responsible for the defect. The blank stare that
followed, and at a later time of the day, a survey done among the different
supervisors, made me realize that after working together for more than two
months, they still had not exchanged phone numbers. To do so, a meeting was
organized.
From a communication network point of view, the network was modified
from structure (a) to structure (b), by giving each subcontractor more latitude to
work, and empower them to take decisions and concert with other subcontractor
supervisors, without having to refer to the "central authority", the management
team representatives on site. However, one must be careful with how much
authority is conferred to the supervisors: the point of modifying the
communication structure is not to give too much power to the subcontractors, but
to enable a better communication among them and to alleviate the site
supervisor's task to one of "management by exception". This new situation will
give him less pressure and therefore more time to listen to subcontractors and to
consider more complicated problems, for which the implementation of new
methods is required.
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One might object that such methods are contradictory with the principle of
"controlling interfaces": they limit the control the supervisor has on the
information being exchanged in between subcontractors, and he himself is less
solicited for problems, and is therefore less aware of problems encountered by
each subcontractor. But then, is it better to overflow the supervisor with many
problems that can be solved in between subcontractors without requiring the
intervention of a higher authority, preventing him from focusing on important
matters for which his assistance is really required?! Does the site supervisor
always need to be aware of how the subcontractors solve their common "little"
problems? I believe that this should only concern exceptional cases, and that if
those subcontractors do not reach an agreement, they can always contact the
supervisor to have an outside opinion, an authority, and a final decision.
2.3 Fostering human interaction with efficient feedback
Communication is a two-way exchange process, as shown on Figure 2.2.
Nevertheless, mainly because of the hostility of the environment towards proper
communication (loud sounds), or the hurry of the sender of the message (no time
to verify that the receiver has understood and acknowledged the message), the
feedback process is often not completed.
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Message
Figure 2.2 Communication process.
This lacK of feedback control can lead to the understanding of misleading
or, even worse, contradictory information, and cause rework and delays. Such a
problem is particularly emphasized in countries, where many workers can barely
understand any order, but nod in agreement to please the manager.
One must know that the population in Singapore is mainly composed of
Chinese (65%), Indians and Malays, but the main players in the construction
industry in Singapore are the Chinese. Almost 95% of the subcontractors hired
by the general contractor where locals, so most of the workers on site were
Chinese, Indians and Bangladeshis. Since the general contractor was French,
this raised a very important issue: choosing an official language to communicate.
Every one on site agreed on using English, but few workers could speak
English, so every instruction had to go through the subcontractors' supervisors.
However, even they were not fluent in English, and this often led to
misunderstandings and contradictions. The issue was more than just a problem
of misunderstanding: the site had suffered some delays, and everyone was trying
to reduce those delays. So, few people of the management team took time in
checking that the instructions they had just given out to the subcontractors'
supervisors had been fully understood.
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Feedback
This led to three situations:
. At the very best the supervisor would have understood what was
asked and would coordinate his teams to do the work.
. In many cases, the teams would work in the wrong rooms.
. Sometimes teams would be assigned rooms where the work preceding
theirs had not yet been done, leaving them idle.
The result to this lack of control was a greater delay and people getting
more and more nervous. Teams would be working on the fifth floor when the third
floor still required work, or work would have to be undone, for a room missed an
HVAC unit and the false ceiling had already been closed, for example. A more
rigorous control on the information process would have prevented most of this. It
was decided, with the guestrooms' subcontractors to use a somewhat simple, yet
efficient, communication tool: each supervisor would be provided with a set of
drawings (Figure 2.3) for each floor, and would highlight with a predefined color
code the rooms they could work in and those they had already finished, as well
as those possessing defects preventing them from doing their work. This gave
them more latitude to organize their teams. The management team in turn, would
get more accurate information on the progress of every unit, and this helped
considerably reduce the loss of time.
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One of the advantages of this tool is the visual dimension it carries:
indeed, a textual description, or the usage of punch lists require the user to be
able to understand the language, whereas a picture or a drawing is universally
understood, regardless of the language. Another very valuable asset of having
such a system, is the possibility for the management team, simply by regularly
gathering the sets of drawings, to have an accurate update of the work progress
on site; this in turn spares them the task of having to walk around the site to
check the progress, and gives them more time to concentrate on other problems.
2.4 Creating a su portive environment for humans
The main purposes of meetings are to define and solve problems that
cannot be tackled at the individual level and to define a course of action for the
week to come. These meetings are the nerve center of all building process
operations [Pietroforte (1992)]. The content of communications during those
meeting is also far more elaborate and information-packed than that of daily
communications; in fact, it is considered that more than 70% of all relevant
information exchanged during the construction phase is (or should be) expressed
during meetings.
However, a poor preparation and control of the exchanges during those
meetings often jeopardizes the communication of relevant information: loss of
meeting control is a prime cause of failed meetings [Ritz (1994)].
Two factors accentuate this trend:
" Delays and cost overruns.
. The different goals of the participants to those meetings: all were more
or less interested in only the success of their company, regardless of
the general objective, which was the successful completion of the site
as a whole.
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A weak control of the interactions during a reunion by the meeting leader
could turn what could be a constructive gathering into a scapegoat hunt, with
every participant rejecting the guilt on the other. The result is a waste of time,
and little relevant information is exchanged. This was the case of the Fullerton
project, for the site had suffered heavy delays, and the management team had
trouble reducing them.
2.4.1 Production meetings
Every Wednesday afternoon the management staff and the
subcontractors responsible for the guestrooms would have a meeting to discuss
the progress and the problems on site. These meetings would always take place
around 5pm, and most of the management staff had already attended a number
of meetings during the day.
At the beginning of every meeting, each subcontractor would give a
summary of his progress for the past week. Eventually some would explain the
unexpected problems encountered on site. However, after this quick review, the
production manager would ask those subcontractors why they did not meet the
goals he had settled for during the last meeting. Under pressure, because of the
delays, and tired, he would give no opportunity for a constructive discussion, and
the meeting would often end up by subcontractors pointing at each other. The
production manager would listen to only half the explanations as to why the
incriminated subcontractors had not fully prepared the rooms for the next teams
before scolding them.
Even if this situation seems excessive, one must not forget that this was
an international project, owned by a Hong-Kong company, not French, and for
which the cost of delays was important. The pressure was immense, and grew
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with the days and the more frequent visits of the owner's representative in
Singapore. However, this behavior only led to two things:
. The subcontractors, by pointing out their peers, were actually working
against each other, not with each other.
. The subcontractors, scolded by the production manager, felt less
comfortable in sharing their problems with the managing staff.
A project is more likely to succeed if the different entities that take part in it
work towards a common goal, as a team. However, being afraid to be pointed out
and getting scolded in public, or having been pointed out by one of his peers will
lead most subcontractors to work with one single objective: fulfill his part of the
contract regardless of the other subcontractors' works. This brings chaos on site.
Secondly, if subcontractors cannot count on the management team staff to help
them sort their problems with other subcontractors, no problem will get solved
and this will end up by delaying even more the whole site.
Both problems are linked to a weak control of human interfaces: the
interfaces between the subcontractors and the management team, during the
meeting as well as on site, and the one between the subcontractors themselves.
As a representative of the management team, I was always on site.
Seeing how the general working mood on site evolved following each meeting, I
tried to earn every supervisor's trust. My goal was simple: provide them with
someone they could tell their problems to. This was very difficult, for I was from
the management team that many had lost trust in. But, little by little, we
reestablished the lost communication channels, and we ended by finding
solutions that would suit everyone in his work. In turn, the workers, which had
seen me help their supervisors, came to me and would show me what prevented
them from doing their work properly. Of course, the management team thought of
me as not rough enough with the different subcontractors, but managing and
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coordinating them became much easier, to the point where the delays were
substantially reduced!
It is difficult, when one is a trainee, to have a direct impact on the
production manager. However, because of the visible progress of the works in
the guestrooms, the tensions that had once ruled the meeting room,
disappeared. Each gathering became more and more constructive to the point
where subcontractors helped others in solving their problems by offering their
experience from previous sites. In this case, the experiences of everyone ended
by summing up in a synergetic manner instead of remaining personal, and the
selfish goal became a common goal: succeed in finishing the project on time,
with all the help anyone could provide and the working atmosphere improved.
2.4.2 Improvement linked to a better control of interfaces
As mentioned earlier, the production meetings that took place on
Wednesday were not very productive. Indeed, they often consisted in
subcontractors trying to explain their delays (rather unsuccessfully), and never
gave place to real discussions about how to implement a new construction
method, or how to use new materials. Instead, these discussions often took place
on site, between the general contractor's superintendent and foremen and the
subcontractor's supervisor. Still, the general tension in those meetings
diminished with the visible progress and the increase of productivity achieved on
site, due to the better control of the other human interfaces, and this stimulated in
turn more constructive discussions, and a noticeable decrease in the tensions.
Coch and French lead a study in a pajama factory about the impact of
change in the production process [Coch (1963)]. They created three
homogenous groups, and presented in different ways the same changes to each
group.
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In the first group, the operators were told orally what the changes would
be. In the second, representatives selected by the operators were involved in the
planning of the changes. In the third group, every operator was involved in the
planning of the changes. After a month of testing, Coch and French perceived
noticeable differences in the productivity between the first group and the two
other groups. While the second group had reached the same level of productivity
as before the changes after a period of adaptation, the third group had
immediately reached its previous production level. The first group had never
reached that level, and showed a decline in production.
Such an experiment indicates that the best way to bring changes to a
production process is to involve every entity taking part in it. Actually, this is a
feature of the quality circles concept developed in Japan, after the Second World
War, to help it reconstruct its industry, and now widely used in the United States.
It consists in involving a representative from every level of the hierarchy to get
involved in methods improvement, and provide his/her experience to help
implement changes [Rosenfeld (1992)].
One must remember that the production meetings involved the production
manager, the trades area manager, the responsible for the guestrooms, the
management team's representative on site as well the supervisors for every
subcontractor, so there was at least one representative from every party
attending those meetings, except for the workers themselves. Therefore, most
conditions for applying the quality circles' concepts and techniques (though not
the complete method) were met.
The main problem remaining was refocusing the whole discussion.
Indeed, those meetings had turned into scapegoat hunts, and never addressed
the issues of changes done by the owner in the specifications. Nonetheless, the
overall tension had decreased with the noticeable progress in the production of
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guestrooms. Little by little, every supervisor became more involved in those
meetings, offering their experience to help others solve problems in implementing
new methods of construction or using new materials. But, the greatest
achievement of this new spirit wasn't them offering their previous experience, but
them offering to slightly modify their own production method to provide the
following subcontractor with a more favorable environment for his new tasks!
This case is particularly interesting, for it provides many ways of improving
the general atmosphere of a construction site. As one can see, this can be done
through small changes at every level of the human interactions, with peers, as
well as with the surrounding environment, that end by summing up to provide a
totally different working environment, and a significant improvement in all human
interactions.
2.5 Conclusions
To study the human interfaces, it is necessary to first consider the nature
of the flows involved in those interfaces. These have been qualified in this
chapter as interactions of the human being with his peers and with his
environment. From this first observation, three of the most common
characteristics of construction sites have been highlighted: namely the chain of
management and the communication problems that derive from its archaic and
centralized nature, the lack of feedback in communications and the hostility of the
work environment, especially for sites already suffering delays and other
problems.
The study through the interface perspective of the first characteristic
showed that messages had problem reaching their destination, due to the limited
number of communication channels. The solution which ensued from this
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analysis would be to open as many communication channels as possible, by
giving the different layers of management more autonomy, thus enabling them
more latitude to make decisions, rather than always having to refer to a higher
authority for small matters. Then the use a more formal way of communicating
instructions and orders was proposed namely that of marked drawings. By doing
so, one formalizes the communication process and also enables a much better
control of the feedback that would be otherwise unverified, especially in a noisy
environment and with language barriers, where oral messages are not well
understood. Through this system, any site supervisor can more easily control the
human interfaces involved in the communication of orders, and mitigate risks
linked to misunderstandings. The second advantage of this tool is the elimination
of unnecessary site inspections, for all the information on progress can be
gathered through these drawings. Finally, through the study of the proceeding of
a regular site meeting, I was able to determine some ways of improving the
general atmosphere and reduce tensions. What stemmed from this analysis was
the need of a better control, by the meeting leader, of exchanges occurring
during the gathering. Instead of using the reunion as a means for personal
vendetta against a particular subcontractor who is accused of being responsible
for delays, it could be the occasion for every attendee to share his working
experience and reach more viable solutions to short- and long-term problems.
It seems also appropriate to report another observation: all these tools that
enable a better control of human interfaces trigger an increase in productivity,
which benefits the general atmosphere on site, and as a result improve
communications. This can be used in turn to a better control of every interface,
and generate even more increases in productivity. Therefore, such control tools
should be used in synergy with those that will be developed in the rest of this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL INTERFACES
3.1 Introduction
Problems involving time and space are very common on construction
sites: a delay by a subcontractor can delay the whole construction process, the
lack of storage space can limit the amount of material a supplier can deliver.
Furthermore, it is often difficult to dissociate one from the other: two teams can
be required to work in the same place at the same time. So should this be
considered as a space or as a time problem?
It appears that, in most cases, one aspect predominates. Consider the
material supply chain: a lack of storage space reduces the quantities that can be
stored on site, and force the different construction trades to rely on numerous
small deliveries. A delay in delivery can instantly halt the work of a whole trade,
and delay the other trades' work. The temporal aspect of the problem is far more
important than the spatial aspect, and requires a strong control of order
processing to ascertain on time deliveries.
The same observation applies for spatial problems, particularly, but not
exclusively, for projects involving building renovation: sometimes, elements of the
previous construction, such as beams or columns, are not removed for structural
safety, and yet are not taken into account in the shop drawings. This can come
as an unexpected obstacle for a subcontractor, and, unable to perform his work,
he has to rely on quick decision-making and fast shop drawing corrections by the
general contractor, to minimize delay in his work.
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Nonetheless, both factors will invariably generate unexpected costs and
time delays. The rigid nature of the construction process accentuates their
impact: indeed, the construction phase of a project involves many sub-cycles (or
tasks), coordinated and phased to minimize its duration. The slightest delay in
one sub-cycle can alter the whole scheduling, particularly if such a sub-cycle is
on the critical path of the project.
A literature survey on critical success factors reveals that not all
researchers in the construction management field agree on the importance of
those factors: their rank varies from the most decisive in project success in some
articles, to that of factors of a lesser impact. A closer look at articles that enter
the latter category shows that the boundary between factors of the utmost
importance and time and space problems is very thin: one will most likely find
among the most highly ranked "Coordination", "Planning" or similar expressions.
This is just another way of speaking of controlling the interaction between the
different trades on a time and space basis, to prevent friction between different
activities.
Other studies tend to differentiate problems that, in fact, revolve around
the same lack of control of temporal and spatial interfaces. In his article on
common interface problems among construction parties, Al-Hammad [2000]
presents the results of a survey that aimed at ranking nineteen different interface
problems. Among those problems, one finds "Slowness of the owner in decision
making", "Lack of management supervision" and "Delay in completion of the
project" ranked respectively second, fifteenth and eighteenth. Yet, management
supervision aims mainly at controlling that the work proceeds as planned, on
time, with as little friction as possible between the different trades; slowness of
the owner in decision making is also a time issue, for, the longer it takes the
owner to decide on the final details of part of the project, the greater the project's
delay. The same differentiation appears in the results published by Majid and
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McCaffer [1998]: "Late delivery or slow mobilization" and "Poor monitoring and
control" are respectively ranked first and fourteenth. But both have the same time
dimension, and late deliveries can be the result of bad scheduling and poor
resource management, all linked to a poor perception of the real progress on
site. The most likely explanation for this differentiation is the nature of the
environment in which both problems take place: it is, indeed, absolutely
legitimate to consider those problems from the material supply chain and the on-
site construction process point of view. Still, a closer look at the different players
involved in both processes reveals that both chains are tightly connected (Figure
3.1):
Client--Consultants
PM*
Contractor
Subcontractors S&M**
Contractual arrangements & 4--> Interactive processes
interactive processes
* If there is an independent Project Manager
** Suppliers & manufacturers, some contract with contractor,
some contract with subcontractors
Figure 3.1 Typical Construction Project Environment.
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It appears that the same type of contract binds the general contractor, the
subcontractors, the suppliers and the manufacturers, and that all share similar
interactive processes. The second part of this chapter will study these
interactions in more details, and show that problems encountered in the material
supply chain and on site can be classified in the same categories, should they be
of temporal or spatial nature, independently of the parties involved in those
problems.
The terms "planning" and "scheduling" were mentioned earlier in this
chapter. Both are very important to describe the impact of control over temporal
and spatial interfaces, and should therefore be clearly defined. Yet, the
description will not be complete if one does not also take the term "timing" into
consideration:
Planning. Project planning involves listing alI construction activities, necessary
for the realization of the project, in a logical order. This activity is essential to
enable the scheduling of the activities constituting the construction project, for it
leverages the risk of unexpected required activities, and usually takes place at
the very beginning of the project. However, there is also a second dimension to
project planning, which makes it part of a feedback loop, presented in Figure 3.2:
Pla
Control Measure
Figure 3.2 Model of the Plan-Measure-Control cycle.
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The work done is compared to that originally planned, and any difference will
indicate an original mistake in estimating the activities and manpower necessary
to fulfill the project. The control part of the loop will then take action to correct this
(request more manpower for example), and modify the original planning. One
must know that the planning, especially for big construction sites, is never fully
accurate, and often undergoes these kinds of changes.
Scheduling. Project scheduling involves calculating the duration of the activities
defined through the planning process and establishing starting and finishing
dates. The general contractor will schedule his construction activities and that of
his subcontractors to meet the identified project duration. This activity is also part
of a feedback loop, and is continuous throughout the project life cycle. This
feedback loop can be schematized (Figure 3.3) as follows:
Schedule
Control Measure
Figure 3.3 Model of the Schedule-Measure-Control cycle.
Timing. Timing can be defined in many ways: to set the time for an event, to
cause to keep time with something, to determine or record the time, duration, or
rate of something or to dispose (as a mechanical part) so that an action occurs at
a desired time. This last definition should remind the reader of the term
"schedule". However, there is a slight difference between both: scheduling
consists of setting the different activities defined during the planning activity on a
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time scale, whereas timing is really accurately scheduling those activities, in a
way to limit the idle time between two successive activities. The simplest way to
consider the difference between these two notions is the time dimension:
scheduling is usually done in weeks, whereas timing is done in days or even
hours.
As stated in the first chapter of this document, this thesis focuses mainly
on the construction phase of the project. Nonetheless, the design phase also has
its importance for planning and scheduhng activities, and it will sometimes be
difficult to talk about these activities without mentioning this phase.
3.2 Material supply chain vs. on-site production chain
In the introductory part of this chapter, it was mentioned that problems of
time and space interfaces were classified, in the literature, according to the chain
in which the players facing the problem belonged. I then mentioned the possibility
of considering those problems as similar, independently of those chains.
If we refer back to Figure 3.1, one notices the same structure of interactive
processes between the general contractor, subcontractors and suppliers. Yet,
this does not necessarily imply that there should be no distinction of problems; it
is just an element that renders such considerations possible. The greatest
problem linked to the material supply chain, regardless of poor quality of the
product delivered, is the delays in delivery. This issue is often linked to an
inefficient resource management and a lack of space to store supplies. It usually
leaves a subcontractor idle while waiting for the material. Now, without wanting to
do an interface analysis, which will be performed in the following parts of this
chapter, a bad management of manpower and productivity by the general
contractor will also lead to delays in the performance of some key tasks, which
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are required for the logically following task in the planning to be performed. Both
issues appear to be mainly problems of bad timing and weak management. What
is particularly important to notice here, is the similarity. Indeed, both problems
seem to stem from the same defective patterns, and both trigger similar results,
the idleness of some teams, and delays in the construction process.
One might object that both problems stem from different defective patterns
of management. In a way, this is correct: indeed, resource management deals
mainly with material, whereas productivity management deals with manpower
and work progress, but the impact of the nature of the element managed is of
little relevance to the analysis of time and space interfaces. The management
process is a feedback loop identical to those used to describe the scheduling and
the planning activities. Management involves measuring the actual resources or
the actual work progress, comparing it to a desired quantity or productivity, and
taking corrective actions to reach that desired state. The following figure (Figure
3.4), taken from the system dynamics' field, shows the principle of this process:
State of Stock/ State
of Work ProgressN DeS
M.
Discrepanc +
Corrective Actio +
sired Quantity of
aterial/ Desired
Productivity
Figure 3.4 The Management Loop (the B in the middle indicates a balancing
loop).
However, assuming both management processes are identical would be jumping
to conclusions. Since this part involves time and space interfaces, it is important
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to study the nature of the flows in the process. This is where lies the fundamental
difference between both management processes. Manpower and productivity
management relies on a continuous workflow, and therefore corrective actions
can be taken daily, whereas resource management, for economic reasons, relies
on punctual deliveries, and corrective actions (in this case, expedition of delivery
orders) are taken, at the best, weekly. Indeed, if a subcontractor's productivity is
lower than what was planned, the general contractor can request from him to
bring more workers for the following days, in order to solve this problem. In most
cases, this increase in manpower is progressive, to prevent having workers idle
while expecting their orders.
Now, if a stock of material reaches a critical level, the general contractor
or the subcontractor will issue a delivery order to his/her supplier, the amount
ordered usually corresponding to one week or two week's need. The current
economic conjecture prevents from having daily deliveries to replace what has
been used the previous day, so the stock will start at a certain level (usually a bit
more than what was delivered), decrease until it reaches a certain critical level,
calculated by the general contractor or subcontractor, using estimations on daily
need, and then suddenly increase back, close to its initial level.
From these few considerations, either one of the points of view can be
adopted. It is truly difficult to show, without using the temporal interface aspects
of the problems, that the problems encountered on both supply chains should be
put in the same category. Yet, it was important to do a first analysis of the
management processes in both supply chains, for we can now discuss the
relevance of putting problems from both chains in the same category, and
considering them as equivalent.
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3.3 Temporal interfaces
Problems involving time interfaces abound throughout the whole project,
from its design phase to its implementation, starting even before the actual
scheduling of the different tasks listed through the planning activity, particularly in
Design-Bid-Build contracts. Depending on the actual shape of part of a building,
the scheduling activity can be more or less complicated, and the critical path of
the whole project will vary with the complexity of the techniques used to
implement the design created. Occasionally, but less and less with the new set of
intelligent 3D object designing software, which take into account existing
construction techniques, the design of a small part of the building, like the
elevator shafts, could lead to numerous small and complex activities, required to
be performed in a specific order for success, thus reducing the flexibility of the
whole schedule.
The first step to successfully analyze and control time interfaces is to
define the concept. As mentioned earlier, this concept has to be applicable to as
many time problems as possible, so this requires the definition to be very
general. Therefore, the best way to describe time interfaces would be to consider
them as the buffer time existing between two activities. We deliberately avoided
specifying "construction" activities, for this would immediately discard time
problems such as delivery delays from this analysis. The next step would be to
list all the problems that could be related to this definition. However, this is not
the objective of this study. Instead, it will focus on what are generally considered
the most important time-related problems, based on my personal site-experience
- on the one hand, and the classification made by Al-Hammad [Al-Hammad
(2000)] - on the other hand.
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The four problems that will be analyzed are, in order of appearance in the
actual problem: a poorly done schedule, slowness in decision-making, delays in
the performance of a construction task and delays in delivery. They all produce
delays in the completion of the project, as well as cost overruns, therefore it
seems legitimate to consider them as temporal interface problems.
A poorly done schedule will obviously cause delays at a construction site.
Among the main reasons one can find to explain the lack of realism of a
schedule, are the inexperience with existing construction techniques of the
schedulers and the lack of control of the schedule done by an experienced
project manager. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, it is important to have a first
schedule to be able to start the construction of a project. Should this schedule be
flawed, it could trigger different problems, like the omission of a task that is
required by following tasks. This could have costly impacts on the construction,
especially if the omission is not immediately discovered. A late discovery can
happen, especially in complex projects, where an operation has to be performed
in the early stages of the project, but the utility of which appears only at a later
time of the project. Depending on the nature of the task that was omitted in the
schedule, or in the planning (which, as mentioned earlier, is the activity
consisting of listing in a logical order the different operations and tasks necessary
for the completion of a project), the project can suffer small or large delays.
Moreover one could imagine the omission of a task required to render structurally
safe the whole construction, a task that might not be verified once the curtain
walls have been set in place. In this extreme case, the building could simply
collapse. But, to a more realistic extent, due to such risks, a construction site is
subject to many small inspections. A well-experienced inspector, with years of
site experience, will most certainly notice the flaw in the construction, halt the
current activities and request rework. This might require destroying part of the
work done.
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It was mentioned above that the scheduling activities are part of a
feedback loop (Figure 3.3). Nonetheless, the problem with the loop is that the
measurements and controls are done with respect to the schedule, and will not
necessarily lead to the discovery of the absence of a task. Therefore, one could
imagine a control at an earlier stage, by an experienced group of workers and
project managers, to help render the scheduling more realistic, and prevent the
late discovery of an omission.
Slowness in decision-making. This is especially true for construction sites due
to the little flexibility of its chain of command and to the actual nature of the
operation. One must keep in mind that the design of a building is not entirely
finished at the design phase, but is always subject to modifications during the
actual implementation phase of the project. Indeed, an owner is allowed to
request the revision of the layout of some units, since he will be the one using the
final product. In fact, this is true for almost any commercial activity (even in the
case of mass production): personalization of a car, addition of special features to
a computer, ... The owner often assumes the consequences to such changes;
however, significant delays can be caused, especially if the owner is slow in
taking decisions. Two problems arise due to this: the lateness with which the
general shape of the building is decided and the decision at an advanced stage
of the construction to completely modify part of the construction, implying
adaptation to new specifications and rework.
My experience on the Fullerton showed the following: the owner would
only make a decision after seeing a mock-up of the final product (a guest room, a
marble column); a mock-up, in this case, is a full-size representation of the
product. The Fullerton site is particularly interesting, for the owner took a decision
only after seeing four different mock-ups! Instead of just modifying part of the
existing mock-up, the general contractor was requested to produce a new
finished guest-room before the owner's next visit. Workers from the different
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trades were forced to halt the work they were currently doing in order to work in
the mock-up.
Punctual, individual works are often avoided on site to prevent losing the
benefits of mass-production, and are often done at the very end of the
construction phase.
The second problem stated affects almost all construction sites. Indeed,
as mentioned earlier, the owner is the general contractor's client, and is therefore
entitled to request modifications of portions of the building to best suit his
wishes.The Grand Fullerton provides some very good examples to best envision
some of the problems that can derive from such late decisions; as mentioned in
the introduction, the Grand Fullerton is to be the best five-star hotel of the Central
Business District of Singapore. Due to such expectations, the owner was more
than keen on changing as many portions of the building to be able to provide as
many different and high-quality services to his clients as possible.The original
design did not include facilities for disabled people. As soon as the owner noticed
their absence, he requested that two rooms be modified to provide such services.
This decision implied modifying the whole piping of those rooms as well as
waiting for the new design and new equipment to be installed in such rooms.
The owner also decided to replace some of the original bathtubs in six
guestrooms by bubble bathtubs. This is not uncommon on construction sites,
except for the timing of the decision: the piping and the marble had already been
laid in the concerned bathrooms. Those bubble baths were wider than their
predecessors, and required special piping and wiring. Since they were shipped
from France, it would take approximately two months for them to be delivered.
Such late decisions reduced the general contractor's performance in terms
of time and quality, generated delays and led to dissatisfaction among the
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construction parties, especially the marble subcontractor, who had almost
finished his work in the guestrooms, and had to remove the marble in those six
rooms, and wait for the new specifications for the bathtubs in order to process
the marble (cut and drill it).
Not all these problems can be avoided. However, instead of producing
each time a new mock-up, the general contractor could have requested to
reprocess the existing one. While, the changes made by the owner in the design
could have been applied to the rooms that were not in such an advanced stage
of construction. This would have reduced tensions among construction parties,
and prevented huge delays.
Delays in the performance of a construction task are one of the main reasons
why sites suffer delays, and are particularly visible on sites with numerous
construction parties. These problems are tricky, particularly if the task suffering
delays is on the critical path of the project, for the delay will be transmitted to the
following activities. Due to the particular competitiveness of the construction
industry, each activity is scheduled according to what is believed to be its
minimal duration, which in fact is often slightly below their real duration. This
leaves little or no buffer time between activities. The best way to describe the real
risk of such a behavior is to use the parallel with the "snow-ball effect": what
starts as a small snow-ball rolling down a hill can turn into a huge avalanche, that
is, a small delay in an early activity can trigger heavier delays at later stages of
the construction phase [Loulakis (2000), Zouein (2001)].
In the case of the Fullerton project, the production of guest-rooms had
initially suffered some delays, and what had started as a week's delay quickly
turned into a month's delay. The false-ceiling subcontractor had been forced to
start working later than expected, and his teams had remained idle for almost two
weeks. He was then requested to have a production rate far higher than what
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had initially been agreed upon, in order to reduce the delay, and was therefore
forced to significantly increase his manpower. This in turn reduced quality of work
(everything had to be done faster, with less professional workers), and did not
contribute to a friendly work environment.
Such problems could have been avoided if the management team had
dealt with them at the very beginning. Indeed, from what was mentioned earlier,
the scheduling activities are part of a feedback control loop, and a better control
of the divergences from the original schedule could have limited the amount of
delay. The lack of feedback is also highly responsible for such problems.
These considerations are particularly true for activities situated on the
critical path of the schedule. Nevertheless, activities that are not on the critical
path can also cause great harm to the whole schedule of the project. Those
activities are usually granted more time, or "float", than necessary to be
performed (Figure 3.5). This time can be used by activity 1 if it suffers delays,
and will help reduce that delay.
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3
F at
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3
"Delay of Activity 1
Figure 3.5 Float time for Activity 2, and misusage.
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However, activity 2 is usually finished just before activity 3 starts, as shown on
Figure 3.5, and should it suffer some delays, it could delay activity 3 and even
alter the whole critical path [Rosenfeld (2000)]. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that activity 2 start as soon as activity 1 is finished, delays
included, to prevent unexpected changes in the whole schedule. A good control
of the timing of these activities and a pull-driven scheduling and production can
help significantly reduce delays [Tommelein (1998)], and limit the risk of
alteration of the whole schedule.
Delays in delivery. Often regarded as a different problem from those mentioned
above, considering the difference in nature of the flows, those delays still stem
from a faulty feedback process, and carry a time dimension very similar to that
just analyzed through the previous paragraphs.
The main reason for late deliveries is usually the little notification time
given to the suppliers prior to a delivery. This can, in turn, leave some teams of
workers idle, while waiting for the construction materials to be delivered. Still, the
origin of the problem does not lie in the lateness with which the order form is
issued, but actually in the management process itself: usually, but not
exclusively, a bad estimation of the duration of the resources or a lack of control
of the remaining materials in stock are responsible. The second most important
reason to delivery delays involves the responsibility of the supplier: a bad
estimation of the time to deliver the materials to the site can also trigger delivery
delays.
Nonetheless, these different causes have all a common factor: the
weakness of the management process, at the estimating or controlling level
("discrepancy" on Figure 3.4). One of the solutions that could be envisioned to
prevent such delays would be to have the construction material delivered a day
in advance. But this would just mean translating the problem; and sooner or later,
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if the estimating tool is not efficient, these problems will return. The other solution
envisioned would be to develop a better estimation and control system for both
the contractor and the supplier. The advantage of having an efficient control tool
is the limitation of waste, and just-in-time deliveries, which in turn could reduce
the risks of interruption in the construction process and reduce inventory levels
[Pheng (1997)]. The more this tool is performant, the shorter the buffer time
between two deliveries, and the more continuous the flow of activities and
material.
3.4 Spatial interfaces
Due to the very nature of the time and space relation (often referred to as
the "four dimensions"), it seems quite difficult to be able to dissociate spatial
interfaces from the temporal ones. Nevertheless, in some cases, the spatial
aspect of a problem prevails. This is notably the case of problems linked to a
flawed design, or unexpected obstacles.
A flawed design. Many controls are carried at different stages of the design and
pre-implementation phases of a project to detect and prevent mistakes in the
design; many are captured by these systematic controls, yet sometimes, some
are overlooked. This can be amplified by the lack of details in the different
drawings, as well as by the lack of acquaintance of the designer and the different
controllers with the construction materials that will be used on the site.Often,
these mistakes are noticed just before the actual task concerned has to be
performed, especially since there are little indicators to help control the design
during the construction phase, and the management team focuses more on daily
problems than potential new problems. At this point it is too late, whereas should
this have been detected earlier during the construction process, the design could
have been modified, or the management team could have restructured parts of
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the preceding works, to take into account the flaw and minimize its impact. One
must then take into account the supplementary delays generated by the time
required by the architect and engineers to certify the new designs.
The first step to prevent such mishaps is to exercise a better control on
the design, before any implementation. This can be done through a
constructability analysis: the general contractor can request meetings, prior to the
construction phase, with at least one representative for each trade during which a
thorough examination of the designs will be done [Rosenfeld (2001)]. The
experience of each representative, working in a synergetic manner with the
others, could then lead to the discovery of flawed details. Yet this analysis does
not guarantee a flawless design, but considerably reduces the risks. Should
some mistakes still go unnoticed, the next step would be to empower someone
on site to take quick decisions concerning the changes in the design, and then
have those changes certified by the designers.
Unexpected obstacles. Often referred to as "unexpected site conditions", these
obstacles can be of various natures, but mainly waste left behind by the previous
team or, in the case of renovations, elements remaining from the previous
construction that have been omitted in the design.
The second category of problems is particularly interesting. This was the
case of the Fullerton, where some existing beams had been left in place to
ensure the structural soundness of the building. The designer was unaware of
such a decision, and the beams were simply left out of the design. Nobody had
thought of this as a problem, and some subcontractors had even circumvented
the problem by slightly modifying their work, without warning the general
contractor. This later became a problem for some of the finishing activities such
as the false ceiling and the glass subcontractors, who were unable to perform as
specified on the drawings. This problem was accentuated by some solutions
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used by the previous teams, mainly the mechanical and electrical subcontractor,
who had lowered his piping, wiring and HVAC units. Since the work had already
been performed, and the site had suffered some significant delays, the only
solution was to cope with the obstacle, by lowering the ceiling height, and
reducing the shower glass panes. This, however, required the architect to certify
the new layout, and just increased the delays.
The solutions to such problems are very similar to what has been said for
the flaws in design: a better control of the existing structure could have prevented
the absence of these beams on the drawings, and should some elements still be
omitted, by enabling someone from the management team with sufficient site
experience, and a good sense of aesthetics, to take initiatives concerning the
way to proceed, and then certify the new layout.
3.5 Conclusions
These brief case studies and analyses have introduced the possibility to
consider problems, seemingly different in nature, from the same unified point of
view, and have highlighted some ways of mitigating delay problems, mainly
through a better control of temporal and spatial interfaces. The recurrent theme
of a better control of the feedback loops, already mentioned in the previous
chapter, seems to indicate that one of the main reasons for the lack of efficiency
of the constructiorn industry lie in the weakness of its control tools.
From these considerations, the control tools that can be developed to
more efficiently control temporal and spatial interfaces should all take into
account the different feedback loops that characterize the process and should
perfect the measure and control activities that constitute those loops, and also
enable the control at a very early stage of the design. The benefits of such tools
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could then be used to develop more specific tools, which could help reduce
waste and variability in the workflow and the material delivery. Indeed, variability
is a major cause to unpredictability and low productivity [Tommelein (1999)], and
by transforming those flows into more continuous and predictable ones, one will
ease the estimation process of the other flows.The interaction of the different
flows and interfaces is very important, and tools that improve the control of one
interface but have a negative effect on the others should generally be avoided.
From what has just been said and from the previous chapter, it seems possible to
develop such tools.
The other aspect of the tool that should be considered is the perpetuating
effect it has on the interface: for example, in the human interfaces, we suggested
a tool that could facilitate the communication of instructions and orders. Apart
from its immediate impact, it also helped improve the general work environment,
and from there, eased a little more the communication of orders.
In conclusion, the best control tools for the control of temporal and spatial
interfaces, apart from those already mentioned, are those that take into account
the other interfaces, and in most cases have a perpetuating effect on the
interface being controlled, rendering it even more predictable.
CHAPTER 4: IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH A
BETTER CONTROL OF THE INTERFACES
4.1 Introduction
To this point, we have described, and partially analyzed, what we
considered the three most important interfaces for the implementation phase of a
construction; using our on-site experience, we have presented some of the
impacts the interface perspective could have on productivity. Yet, this does not
constitute in itself a proof of the real efficiency a management through interfaces
could have on other construction site.
Therefore, it became important to find an existing and well-proven form of
project management to which "management Through Interfaces" can be
connected. The list of candidates was reduced by the observation made by Al-
Hammad that "the relationship among the construction parties in terms of their
interface problems were not highlighted" [A-Hammad (2000)]. The relative
newness of his article led us to focus on recent project management techniques
and standards. Since the interface perspective is used, here, to analyze
problems related to the construction phase of the project, the project
management technique had at least to concern this same phase. This ruled out
the constructability analysis, which concerns mainly the conceptual and design
phase of a project, and the ISO 9000 standards, which formalize procedures, but
do not guarantee a better quality of the product.
From what was said earlier, management through interfaces focuses on
all feedback loops, and values reducing multiple-event handling to a single,
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secure one. Such a consideration reminded us of a production technique called
"lean production". This philosophy focuses on the design and implementation of a
project and produces the effects we just described. A discussion with Professor
Rosenfeld, experienced in innovative processes in the construction industry,
revealed that a similar philosophy, named "Lean Construction", existed in the
field. Further research confirmed the possibility to relate both forms of
management.
To prove that management through interfaces can produce real
improvements in productivity on all construction sites, we will first introduce the
main principles of lean construction. We will then compare the impacts of a better
control of the interfaces described in the previous chapters, to these principles, to
show that the improvements noticed earlier are applicable to many construction
sites.
4.2 Lean Construction
4.2.1 General definition
Lauri Koskela was the first to propose transposing the well-tested
principles of lean production to the construction field [Koskela (1992)]. The First
Conference on Lean Construction was held a year later, in Espoo, Finland.
The concepts of this new project management technique are borrowed
from the "lean production" philosophy. Mainly focusing on eliminating
unnecessary "fat" in construction, this form of project management is actually a
synergetic combination of different new production methodologies such as Just-
In-Time, Concurrent Engineering or Time based Competition (Figure 4.1).
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Concepts
Production
consists of flows
and conversions
Principles for flow design
and improvement: Principles
3 Reduce variability
4 Compress cycle times
Methodologies
.Time based ConcurrentJIT Quality competition engineering
Figure 4.1 Different levels of the new production philosophy.
In 1997, the Lean Construction Institute was created, with the objective to
formalize this whole philosophy. It defined Lean Construction as "a production
management based project delivery system emphasizing the reliable and speedy
delivery of value, that challenges the belief that there is always a trade between
time, cost and quality" [www.leanconstruction.org].
Yet, this definition remains general, so it would be better to define this new
philosophy by comparing it to existing forms of project management and pointing
out the differences.
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4.2.2 Principles and characteristics
Lean production philosophy is based on the observation that all production
systems comprise two types of activities: flows and conversions. While
conversions are the activities that add value to the material undergoing the
changes, flow activities bring nothing except more costs and are time consuming.
The flow activities are the cement that glues together all conversion
activities, and are often disregarded by old managerial approaches, which
primarily focus on improving the performance of the conversion activities,
whereas the new philosophy focuses on controlling and improving the flow
activities to reduce or eliminate them, as well as improve conversion activities.
This led Lauri Koskela to develop a summary of the principles of lean
production applied to constrution [Koskela (1992)]:
. Reduce the share of non value-adding activities, or waste;
* Increase output value through systematic consideration of customer
requirements;
. Reduce variability;
0 Reduce cycle times;
. Simplify by minimizing the number of steps, parts and linkages;
* Increase output flexibility;
. Increase process transparency;
0 Focus control on the complete process;
0 Build continuous improvement into the process;
0 Balance flow improvement with conversion improvement;
. Benchmark.
These principles obviously aim towards reducing as much as possible
uncertainties, small variations and non value-adding activities (flows), and could
be summarized as follows, (Figure 4.2):
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Conventional production
Production costs Production costs
100 8 100
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Cost of non value-adding activities Cost of non value-adding activities 70
50 
0 50
Cost of value-adding activities Cost of value-adding activities
Time Time
Figure 4.2 Conventional and lean production: focus of developments.
Another way of qualifying lean construction is by comparing it directly to
existing managerial approaches. This has been done by the Lean Construction
Institute, which has posted the list of the main differences on its website
[http://www.leanconstruction.org/]:
* Control is redefined from "monitoring results" to "making things
happen." Planning system performance is measured and improved to
assure reliable workflow and predictable project outcomes.
* Performance is optimized at the project level. Current practice
attempts to optimize each activity and thus reduces total performance.
. Project Delivery is the simultaneous design of the facility and its
production process. This is concurrent engineering. Current practice,
even with constructability reviews is a sequential process unable to
prevent wasteful iterations.
* Value to the customer is defined, created and delivered throughout the
life of the project. In current practice, the owner is expected to
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Lean production
completely define requirements at the outset for delivery at the end,
despite changing markets, technology and business practices.
. Coordinating action through pulling and continuous flow, as
opposed to traditional schedule driven push with its over-reliance on
central authority and project schedules to manage resources and
coordinate work.
. Decentralizing decision making through transparency and
empowerment. This means providing project participants with
information on the state of the production systems and empowering
them to take action.
The actual implementation of this new form of project management has
proven successful on various segments of the construction industry [Koskela
(1997b), Hernan de Solminihac (1997)]. Hernan de Solminihac's approach to the
construction job 'Los Benedictinos' in Chile was to look at the very early stages of
the implementation of the projects for flaws and potential problems and warn the
professionals in charge of the project as soon as possible to prevent a "snow-ball
effect". The success of this method can easily be seen through the change of
unforeseen costs (Figure 4.3):
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Figure 4.3 Change on unforeseen costs.
Therefore, if the interface approach meets the principles of lean
construction, it can definitely be considered as a way to increase productivity,
reduce cost overruns, and limit delays.
4.3 Controlling Interfaces and Lean Construction
The previous paragraphs described the main characteristics of lean
construction, and the differences it had from other, more classical, managerial
approaches. Prior to this, we analyzed what we considered the three most
important interfaces of the construction phase of a project: human, temporal and
spatial interfaces. With the interface approach, we proved that it was possible to
link problems, which seemed unrelated, to the same lack of control of the
feedback loop they were involved in (delivery delays and slowness of decision-
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making). From this similarity, we then developed a set of recommendations to
mitigate the risks triggered by those problems.
Human interfaces. Some of the solutions proposed consisted in redistributing
the decision-making tasks by empowering workers and suppliers at each level of
the production chain; this enabled them to sort their problems with their
homologues, without having to refer to the "central authority" (site foremen and
site superintendent), unless the problem could not be settled through cooperation
of the parties involved in the dispute. By reducing the time the site management
team spent in settling disputes among subcontractors, we enhanced their
possibility to tackle more serious and sometimes unexpected problems, and
transformed their task to that of "management by exception". Another family of
solutions proposed was the formalization of a means of communication, through
drawings. Such solutions enabled a better control of the feedback loops linked to
communicating orders and to controlling the progress of work on site, and
reduced the management team's arduous task of site inspections to the strict
minimum, eliminating unnecessary control actions. Finally, when analyzing the
human interactions with the environment, we proposed a better control of the
exchanges taking place during meetings, to avoid tensions from arising.
However, both previous solutions contributed also significantly in reducing the
hostility of the work environment, through the improvements in the work progress
they triggered.
This reminds us of some of the main differences of lean construction from
other forms of project management previously described. Indeed, these solutions
satisfy the criteria of decentralization and of performance at the project level (the
meetings became the occasion for every attendee to put his experience to
contribution, to work in a synergetic manner with the others).
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Temporal interfaces. The main element described during the analysis of time-
related problems was the lack of control and the weakness of the feedback loop
that lead to heavier delays further in the project.
4.4 Conclusion
The first part of this chapter introduced the Lean Construction philosophy,
suggesting that a better control of the various interfaces involved in the
construction process could be a means to achieve this form of project
management. A second paragraph focused on the principles and characteristics
of the philosophy, and listed a series of differences from the more traditional
forms of project management.
I recapitulated the main characteristics and improvements linked to a
better control of the three interfaces studied here, namely the human, spatial and
temporal interfaces. This exercise immediately highlighted a recurrent theme,
and the same need to perfect the control over the feedback structure of every
loop in connection with each interface. I then proceeded to a more specific
analysis of the requirements to achieve a better control for each interface, and
was surprised to notice so many similarities with the principles of lean
construction, to the point were it seemed I was almost paraphrasing what I had
just written.
Clearly, a better control of these interfaces and the results produce by this
is in perfect harmony with the lean construction philosophy. Such considerations
could not be possible under more traditional forms of project management,
which, for the great majority, favor improvement of the conversion activities
rather than that of flow or non value-adding activities, which could then be
suppressed. This conformity of the Management Through Interfaces to the lean
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construction philosophy is also the validation of the belief that a better control of
interfaces will increase productivity. Indeed, this philosophy has already been
tested on construction sites, and was validated by the success of each project.
But one must remember that the control of interfaces is just a different way of
perceiving conflicts and that this new vision is just a tool, not the tool, for a
project to be successful. A combination of this tool and the lean construction
principles is highly recommended, for each will be able to work in synergy, and
definitely reduce unpredictability of the project outcome.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
This study has focused on some of the most common problems
encountered on site, and conceived them as weak control of interfaces, rather
than the as the responsibility of a construction party. To do so, I distinguishing
three main categories of interfaces, namely human, temporal and spatial, based
on the nature of the interactions of the entities affected by the problem. From this
distinction, it was then possible to group problems that seemed unrelated, and
elaborate a set of control tools that could help in solving them. While I was trying
to develop solutions for the different problems from the analysis I made with the
interface perspective, a recurrent pattern appeared to me: the weakness of the
control on feedback loops. I then developed a set of recommendations and tools
to improve such control, and noticed the visible improvements and progress it
triggered.
Yet, there remained to prove that this new way of perceiving problems
was effective; to achieve this, I looked for a form of project management to which
this perception could be related. This was provided by lean construction.
Lean construction is a relatively new form of project management, based
on the lean production philosophy, which has proven far more successful than
other production philosophies, and was developed in the mid 90's. Lauri Koskela
imagined, in 1992, the possibility of applying such a philosophy to the
construction industry, and has since then been reworking and polishing the
details of lean construction. This philosophy advocates a better control over the
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flow activities, also known as non value-adding activities. The interface
perspective appears to be just a mean to achieve this.
5.2 Conclusion
Very simple in its conception, the interface perspective offers new ways of
dealing with problems. It challenges the belief that one entity is necessarily at the
origin of the problem, by shifting that responsibility on defective interactions and
feedback control processes. This tool advocates a better control of these loops,
sometimes by using simple solutions, such as drawings in the case of
communicating orders. But, most importantly, it enables to group problems
seemingly different in nature by showing that most stem from a similar pattern,
thus enabling the opportunity to use similar solutions and recommendations to
alleviate their importance.
Very close to the lean construction philosophy in some ways, one must
keep in mind that this is just another way of conceiving problems, and a tool that
could be very useful to many construction managers and site supervisors. The
observations that can be made with the usage of this tool can definitely improve
productivity on site, and help solve major issues. Despite these advantages, it is
important to remember that this is just a key to project success, not the key, and
that, alone, it might produce some improvements but nowhere as near as those
that could be made if it were used in combination with other proven principles,
such as lean construction.
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5.3 Directions for future research
I do not pretend to bring startling innovations to the field of Construction
Management, but, as I wrote earlier, only a new way for managers to perceive
and analyze regular problems and disputes on site.
My point is that many of these problems and disputes are problems linked
to a weak control of interfaces, and even though two problems on site can be
very different in nature, they often stem from the same pattern, only in different
dimensions. With this new conception of site-related problems, one might be able
to find the source of the problem, and then be able to develop a set of
recommendations and solutions to reduce their impact or simply suppress them.
Once again, I do not pretend to have developed a new theory, and I
believe that further work needs to be done in this field to validate my work. This
thesis is based on observations made on a single site, for a short time period of
two and a half months; as a result, little can be said about the long-term benefits
of conceiving problems as relationship problems and of having a better control of
the interfaces and feedback loops involved in those processes with problems.
Finally, the location and the nationalities of the players involved in the
project used for this case study are extremely uncommon. Usually, a domestic
site involves people of the same nationality. Consequently, this can have flawed
some of the observations made on site, and I recommend experimenting this
analysis tool on a consequent number of sites, with as many different
configurations as possible.
This thesis should be viewed as a humble initial attempt to develop a
theory of Management Through Interfaces (MTI), which resulted from the fruitful
cooperation of a foreign student and a foreign visiting professor who met at MIT.
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Appendix 1: Original Internship Report (submitted to Ecole Speciale des Travaux
Publics in partial fulfillment of second year studies)
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As a trainee. Bouygues Batiment International, the subsidiary of the Bouygues
Group dedicated to constructing buildings, sent me to one of their project sites, located in
Singapore, from June 5"' till August 2 0 1h 2000. I was fortunate to have been selected by
Bouygues Batirnent International for this trainee position, in the scope of the training
required by ESTP as part of the Second Year Curriculum. The site, " The Grand
Fullerton". is in the center of the Central Business District, close to the Harbor: since
May 1998 it has dealt with the renovation of an existing building into a five star hotel.
As soon as I arrived, I was placed under the supervision of Richard Martin. the
Trades Area Manager, who Bouygues Batiment International had assigned to be my tutor
for the length of my training. Thanks to his patience and generosity, I was rapidly able to
grasp the basics of my duties and integrate myself into the team working on this
particular project. After two weeks of training and initiation, I was responsible for
supervising the work-in-progress related to the installation of false ceilings in the guest
rooms, which I continued doing until the end of my training period.
This report is primarily descriptixe in that it depicts. as precisely as possible, the
observations I made during my training period and that were listed in a personal diary. It
may sometimes ofiIr solutions to problems I encountered. but. in many cases, it falls
short of doing so, which actually reflects realist ically and accurately the extremely
intricate nature of a construction site. with many overlaps between the various tasks to be
completed. thereby always requiring perfect control and efficient monitoring. Naturally.
the international (i.e. non-French) identity of the project exacerbated the customary
complexities in organizing such a project, which made my traineeship all the more
interest inig and educational.
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1.The Grand Fullerton Project
1.1 .Description
In May 1998, Dragages et Travaux Publics Pte. Ltd., a fully owned subsidiary of
Bouygues Batiment International, was awarded by Sino Land Company Limited (*), the
contract of S$165 million (that is approximately FF660 million) for the remodeling of a
historical Singaporean building, the Fullerton Building, into a five-star hotel, The Grand
Fullerton. This contract included the construction of a smaller commercial building, One
Fullerton. on 3,400 square meters of land recovered from the Pacific ocean, located in
front of the site, which will be used to host offices, restaurants as well as a parking with a
capacity of 350 spaces.
The Fullerton Building, built in 1928 as an eight-storey building (5.500 square
meters) housed the General Post Office as well as the Singapore Club. Because of its
location in the midst of the Central Business District of Singapore and in front of Marina
Bay, the new hotel will mainly have a clientele of businessmen who wish to remain close
to the CBD.
The aim of the project is to transform the interior of the building into a luxury
hotel, with a capacity of 400 bedrooms and 3 restaurants, 2 bars, 8 meeting rooms. a
ballroom, a 25-meter length swimming pool as well as a gymnasium without modifying
its exterior aspect. This hotel will be linked to One Fullerton by two underground passes,
one for the use of pedestrians and the other for that of cars. With its 350 parking spaces,
One Fullerton will be used as the parking of the Grand Fullerton's customers' cars. This
whole project was baptized The Fullerton Square Project.
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(*)Sino Land Company Limited is part of the Sino Group, which ranks among the five
largest property conglomerates in Hong Kong. Sino Group's core business is
development of residential, office, industrial and retail property for sale and investment.
The Group is also engaged in hotel investment, hotel management and club management.
Sino Group had a turnover of HK$1,795,466.115 in the fiscal year of 1999 and employs
more than five thousand staff.
1.2.Special features of this site
A first important special feature to notice is that, because of its location, the rules
that usually apply to a French site in France were not identical to those that applied to
The Fullerton Square Project. This is due to
The Singaporean government
The rules fixed by the Singaporean government are very restrictive as far as the
following constraints are concerned: noise pollution, environmental standards (such as
maintenance of the immediate surroundings of the site, the eradication of mosquito
larvae). It is well known worldwide that the Singaporean authorities may be particularly
severe in the enforcement of local regulations regarding the cleanliness of public places
and will not hesitate to line the main contractor if there is mud outside the site entrance or
if stagnant water, on the construction site. is not properly treated.
The government put in place a system of merit points, with which it can monitor
a site and penalize its main contractor. At the start of the site construction, the main
contractor is granted an amount of 200 merit points. A misdeed, such as uproot ing a tree
without the proper authorization, would cost a predetermined amount of merit points (i.e.
50 points) according to a grid that is set by the authorities (including a heavy fine and the
obligation of replanting a similar tree). If the main contractor looses all his merit points. it
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is obliged to immediately stop all activity on site, and will be excluded from any bid to
contract another site for the following two years.
* The subcontractors
DTP subcontracted all technical and architectural building trades to local
companies. Every subcontractor has had at least one supervisor on site. The first main
difficulty encountered has been a communication problem: indeed, the command of
English of most subcontractors is not always sufficient enough to allow clear and
efficient communication, thereby requiring the individuals concerned to repeat
themselves prevent dangerous misunderstandings. The second challenge was that the
standards of the workers and their supervisors on site where not those of France. It was
therefore necessary to explain to subcontractors what was expected of them, especially in
terms of quality. Every job that is done on site is subject to a quality inspection carried
out by a resident engineer, as well as the supervisor responsible for the task and an
employee from the production team of DTP, usually the person who follows the
subcontractors' assignment.
The second special feature, and by far the most important in terms of
construction, that must be considered for this site is the fact that it was dedicated to the
remodeling of an existing building and that many existing beams and columns from the
old building that had not been destroyed, were not always accounted for on the drawings.
This was always a problem for subcontractors:
* in some cases, the subcontractor had to find a way to deal with the beam. This was
the case of the glass subcontractor, Tat Seng, who had to reshape its shower screens so
they could fit and not clash with the beam running through the shower;
0 in other cases, the problem would come from the action taken by a subcontractor
in response to the presence of the beam, as was the case with the technical building
tradesmen who would sometimes just circumvent the problem by having their pipes
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follow another path or go round the beam: this kind of action would sometimes stop other
subcontractors from doing their work. In this instance, some pipes would be lower than
the ceiling height and this would require the false ceiling subcontractor to wait for new
approved drawings taking the beam and pipes into account. for it was not allowed to
build without an approved drawing.
1.3.Architectural and technical building trades
I arrived on site on June 5th. almost two years after the start of the construction.
Needless to say that the infrastructure had almost all been built, with exception of some
masonry walls: the remaining tasks were mainly those for the technical and architectural
building trades. However, this part of the works should never be underestimate since,
especially in the case of hotels, it will be the only apparent part of the remodeling work
that has been completed on the site. This rule applies to the case of The Grand Fullerton.
since it is supposed to become the most beautiful five star hotel of Singapore.
DTP mainly provided workers for the civil works. Therefore subcontractors wer2
required in order to take care of the technical and architectural building tasks. But as I
mentioned before, these subcontractors were not used to European standards, so this
meant that many of the supposedly finished rooms were rejected by the production team
of DTP. This slowed down the progress on site. which was the reason why members of
the production team were specifically required to explain and the subcontractors what
was expected from them.
In the case of the guestrooms. I was designated to deal with the following
subcontractors:
* False ceilings - SG Bogen
* Marble and waterproofing - Deemah
" Mirrors and shower screens - Tat Seng
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" Mechanical and electrical - MAE
* Painting - Aprima
" Wooden decorations, doors, pelmets - Design Studio
* Carpet - Arista
1.4.lnternal organization of the site
As far as this site was concerned, given the magnitude of the works, it was
decided to put in place an autonomous team, on site, that could deal with administrative
problems as well as take action without having to refer to headquarters. This explains
why there has been full time a complete production team on the Fullerton site. including
accountants, as well as a contract group, and also representatives of DP Consultants Pte.
Ltd. (the project manager), resident engineers who would conduct quality inspections for
the client, as well as a clerk-of-work.
As indicated earlier, the finishing phase of the building is as important as the
building of the infrastructures. So, instead of reducing the production team once the
building work had been completed, DTP reassigned all those who had helped managing
the civil works phase in order to provide full assistance to Richard Martin and Audrey
Perez, who were both responsible for the technical and architectural tasks in the different
areas of the building. In fact, Richard Martin had been called in by DTP in April 2000 to
take care of the guestrooms and the service areas. that is, the areas not accessible by the
public like the kitchens.
The organigram, shown on the next page, describes precisely the production
department's responsibilities within the general organization of the site.
But, what was most surprising were the numerous site walks and meetings that
took place. There were required as they made it possible for problems to be solved much
faster, and to keep track of the progress on site:
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* Every Monday morning there would be a site walk with the site manager and the
French supervisory staff in order to check the weekly progress. This was a
compulsory tour which enabled the site director to follow the progress on site as
well as all the problems and the delays
Frederic FERRE
Project Director
Marc DURAND
Project Manager
Frederic BOUDEAU
Production Manager
Audrey PEREZ Richard MARTIN Johan PAUL
FOH Areas Manager Trades Areas Manager External Works Manager
(my tutor)
Rama Vijay
Responsible BOH Areas Responsible Guestrooms
Artemio Tison Benoit
Responsible Marble Works Responsible Windows Responsible False Ceilings
" On Wednesday mornings, a production meeting would take place to discuss the
problems that had been encountered on site which required immediate action
* Every Thursday afternoon, a meeting was scheduled with the subcontractor in
charge of all the mechanical and electrical installations, MAE. This meeting was
the only one of its kind, for no other subcontractor had a regular meeting on its
own with DTP. However, the reason for this meeting was quite simple:
mechanical and electrical work in this sort of building defines the schedule, since
it is done before, during and after architectural tasks. This meeting was very
important for my work on site since it enabled me to plan the weekly schedule of
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work that could be done by SG Bogen, as well as understand the problems that
could prevent MAE from finishing its job.
2.My mission: mass production of false ceilings
2.1 .Quick description
Putting in place false ceilings may look like a simple task for anyone that has
never faced the diversity of technical details non-apparent under the false ceilings.
Furthermore, it is mainly a task that relies on the progress of other trades, specially the
technical trades, and that requires organization skills as well as a good sense of
communication with all the parties involved in the process of preparing a room for the
installation of a false ceiling.
My second task, as part of my responsibility to control the installation of false
ceilings. was to inspection the ceiling frames. This was always done with the presence of
a site engineer. He would sign a Quality Verification Form (QVF). form that I would
have to fill in before inspection so that he would know what had to be inspected. I would
then have to file the document and make sure that no room would be boarded before the
inspection.
It should be emphasized that, since this was an existing building, some of the
beams had been overlooked on the drawings, and therefore the false ceiling contractor,
SG Bogen, was sometimes surprised to discover beams in the middle of the room that did
not appear on the false ceiling layout. This led me to work and help Vijay design a new
ceiling layout that would hide or take into account the beam. and, of course, at the same
time look nice into the room.
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2.2.How are false ceilings produced? A mission of coordination
The production of a false ceiling follows a work pattern that should be respected.
This is the main work pattern we followed:
1) MAE installs the sprinkler pipes, the fan coil unit, and all the electrical wiring; this
installation is checked over by a specific inspection, referred to as the "First Fix
Inspection"':
2) DTP finishes the skim coat on the walls:
3) Deemah installs the marble wall tiles:
4) Design Studio installs the curtain and the sliding door pelmets:
5) SG Bogen places the ceiling frame; this is controlled by an inspection of the quality of
the ceiling frame:
6) MAE puts in place the sprinkler droppers. fixes the fan coil unit so that it does not
clash with the ceiling frame, and adds the fan coil unit diffuser: here comes the Second
Fix Inspection that verifies the location of the droppers:
7) Deemah finishes the waterproofing of the bathroom located right above the room, and
the waterproofing is checked by DTP with a waterponding test:
8) SG Bogen can than proceed with the boarding of the false ceiling with plasterboard:
9) SG Bogen finishes the ceiling by adding cornices when required and does the putty
(plasters the interstices of the boards): this work is verified by the inspection of the
ceiling boarding:
10) Finally SG Bogen does the openings marked by MAE for the lights. the speaker and
the return air grid, which is the opening enabling the air to be sucked from the room back
into the FCU and treated there to be reinjected into the room:
However. some of these tasks may be reassigned in a different order. as long as it
does not prevent SG Bogen from completing its task. This clearly shows that producing a
false ceiling requires many processes that cue to be coordinated during the construction
of the ceiling, involving many people.
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Being responsible for the planning of the tasks that were to be completed by SG
Bogen, I had to be able to provide them at any time with rooms completely ready for
them to start framing, or for them to proceed with the boarding and the finishing. So the
first aspect of my mission was to coordinate the different subcontractors in order to get
the work done in an organized way, floor by floor, starting from the second, up to the
eighth. This meant that I had to go on site frequently. look over every single guestroom,
and advise the appropriate subcontractor of the remedial intervention required. So what I
did was to organize the different trades, starting with the completion of level two, then
level three and so on.
After experiencing some confusion in the beginning, I was able to provide
Achwee with a schedule. prioritizing the tasks, thereby optimizing the use of the
subcontractor's teams of workers. I systematically scheduled the interventions by the
teams as regarded boarding on one or a maximum of two floors, framing on another and
completing finishing tasks on another two. This eventually avoided the time-consuming
action of having to shift a team from one floor to another and then to another in one day.
2.3.A mission ol communication
Mv main work on site. as mentioned before, was to follow the progress of SG
Bogen and to provide the subcontractor with a regularly updated list of the tasks to be
accomplished in the guestrooms and the corridor. In order to prepare this list of duties, I
had to go on site and make a thorough inspection of the room or the corridor part. I was
often confronted with problems. such as rooms where the pelmet was missing or the wall
tiling not completed. Due to our own internal procedures and guidelines as far as the
work flow was to be organized. such as, for instance, starting from the second floor and
going upwards. it was imperative to check that all remedial steps had been taken before
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SG Bogen's teams were allowed to proceed with the framing or the boarding of the
ceiling of the whole floor.
The main difficulty that I experienced was to communicate, but paradoxically, it
actually was also a real challenge that made my training most enriching. Indeed,
contrarily to what may be expected from the Singaporeans, whose official language is
English, most workers on the site spoke at best a mixture of English and Chinese dialects,
called "Singlish", but most of the time. just Chinese. In this context, being able to
understand and make oineself understood is a major achievement.
The majority of the workers could only speak Chinese, and when the supervisor
was not around to translate, we had to communicate using drawings and hand signals.
This could not be construed just as an exotic peculiarity, since security and efficiency are
closely interrelated to the quality of communication.
But the real challenge of this site was another type of communication problem
than the language difficulties between the workers, supervisors and the French chain of
command. It was actually the lack of communication in between the subcontractors
themselves.
As soon as I started working with SG Bogen, I noticed that almost none of the
subcontractors would talk to one another: so one could not expect the works to be done in
an organized way. Clearly this was a major issue for the site in that it considerably
slowed down the construction process. And, more specifically. it was the major reason
why SG Bogen could not proceed with the construction of ceilings in an organized way.
Endeavoring to set up a communication chain between the different
subcontractors. in order to make the process more efficient, was definitely the most
crucial issue for me. At fist. the teams would not inform me about the problems they were
encountering and would just stop working. The supervisors, on the contrary. had quickly
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accepted my assistance and seemed to favor my conmiunicative approach, often talking
to me about their problems. I thereby became a liaison between the different
subcontractors. This was a good start, but was not enough, for I knew that if it was more
a personal arrangement with me than a real behavioral change.
The following example may illustrate the communication deficiency between the
subcontractors' supervisors. Although all the supervisors on the site had a mobile phone,
none had exchanged phone numbers and therefore there was no way for them to join each
other. I therefore decided that, every time they would ask me to have this or that
subcontractor do a certain work, I would provide them with the subcontractors supervisor
pho, number and tell them to sort it out themselves. And it worked! Not to the extent
where no more coordination was needed between subcontractors, since it all worked on a
AI do this for you, you do this for me" basis, but the communication in between them had
greatly improved. At that point I believed I had succeeded to a certain extent in my
communication mission.
2.4.The inspections
This was the most administrative part of my work: I was in charge of a filer
containing all the QVFs that had already been completed. A QVF is a form giving the
basic information about the rooms and corridor parts whose ceiling frame is going to be
inspected.
The inspection of a ceiling frame is a very important part in the building process
of a false ceiling. It might seem a bit trivial, but I can assure you that it implies checking
both security and quality of the frame. Indeed, the ceiling frame is held by aluminum
hangers that are directly nailed in the concrete ceiling of the room. However those
hangers cannot be spaced from one another by more than 1200 millimeters, for they
would not be able of carrying the frame and the plasterboards screwed to the frame.
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The frame itself was constituted of small aluminum beams that would intersect at
straight angi-s. and whose section was that of a "T". The second part of the inspection
was to check that these beams were adequately screwed to one another at their
intersection, and that they were tightly well screwed to the hangers.
Such inspections would be conducted by the resident engineer Mr. Cheng. in
Achwee's presence and my own. for we had to know how to take corrective action in
case the quality did not meet the civil engineer' requirements. The only preliminary work
I could do for this inspection was to do one with Achwee alone, check that the space
between the hangers never exceeded 1200 millimeters and that everything had been
perfectly well screwed. If that was not the case, Achwee would immediately take action
to correct the problems we would find. and I would keep the inspection form a little
longer before submitting it to the clerk-of-work and the resident engineer.
3.Security and quality on site
During production meetings. it seemed that the svstematically recurrin2 issue was
to respect deadlines and eIng a quality job done. However, security was always
implicitly the most cuitical factor. This is clearly reflected in the attached article,
explaining how DiP won many awards for its security management.
In this part. I will describe my impressions \ hen visiting the site. as far as quality and
security are concerned, and the steps I could take at my level to improve security.
3. 1.Security in the architectural building trade
When I arrived on site. the architectural and technical building trades had already
started and all the security rules that had been strictly followed during the first part of the
work on site were not respected as they should have been. This could be seen in the
number of people that would fail to wear their security helmet, or who would not have
worn the appropriate footwear. And as the site progressed. this amount would increase
slightly. But just before I left. DTP decided to put a stop to it. and I was quite impressed
by the results: the number of security helmets worn on site did really increase.
Yet the real problem is to know why we had reached such a situation, where sole
workers did not even have their security helmet at hand. Part of the reason, which has
been given earlier, lies in the fact that the main building trades had almost all been
finished, and thai the works being processed at that time were more those of decorating of
the buildine. Indeed. it seemed that the site was less dangerous than when huge elements
were being moved. the number of large scaffoldings had decreased. and people had less
difficulties moving around the site. Yet, it was wrong to believe so, for when many
different teams work together. specially on a big ldinh WhiCh requires a very big
manpower and maim' subcontractors, and when people pay less attention to some of the
most basic rules of security, the risk of accident is. m the contrary. very high.
Ho\\ever. for those workers in the guestroomns. and specially those I worked with.
wearing a security helmet was not always pract ical: indeed. wearini a security helmet
while puttying the gaps iI bet\\ een the ceiling plasterboards is very uncomfortable. slows
one in his work. Naturally. when one is under constant pressure to try to meet the
deadline. what often happens is that he forgets about security.
This can he extended to the point that, by not wearing their helmet while working.
these same workers would not even take their helmet on site: why carry it just to cross the
site since one will not need it during one's work The same thing happens with the
security footwear: those workers felt comfortable in slippers. so they never wore security
shoes!
So, what should be done when confronted to such a situation: not meet the
deadline or not control the security on site? Well, as the main contractor. DTP made sure
that all its workers would comply to those security rules, in order to set an example for all
the subcontractors. Indeed, one can never force someone to oIllow rules that one does not
apply to himself! But that was not enough. So it was everybody's responsibility, in the
DTP team. to make sure that the workers realized that 1y not following the security rules
they were putting their lives in danger and. even worse, sometimes someone else's.
3.2.Effective measures taken
Everybody on site can con!tribute to the security on site, shoukl it he for small or
lare things. Tile commoni measures were taken by -e SeCUrity people who. as soon as
they noticed something opposing the principles of securityx', would write a report on the
matter and send it to the faulty subcontractor. This report would always result with the
offender beine fined, with the objective of dissuading the subcontractor to repeat his
mistake. BUt ol habits (lie hard and in the case of thee lorien subcontractors. a fine
Was just a tine. Th %\111d usually' get caught making the same mistakes agan.
I never really imposed on workers on tlie site r 1hex' were more concerned about
finishing on time. But I d1d try to teach sonic of them to respect the most basic rules of'
security. which for ile is more important than taking exceptional measures hr
exceptional cases. Indeed, basic rules apply to all sites. whereas special actions vary' from
site to site.
My first goal on teaching security to the men I was in charge of. was to have 1 hem
understand tile importmance of the security helhnet on site. I woukl often check that. if they
were not wearine their helmet while workinc. they had it next to them. At the very
beginning. they did not often cooperate. But. in the end. they acreed that my goal was
their protection. and would take the appropriate measures.
,
My second impact on SG Bogen regarded the scaffoldings they used: sone of
them were just pieces of wood held together by aluminum and some screws. They would
regularly get fines because of that. So [ arranged for them to be provided with eight fully
certified scaffoldings. And of course I assisted them with the assembly of the
scaffoldings. for I wanted to be sure that SG Bogen would not be fined again for using
wrongly assembled scaffoldings. And so we installed proper scaffoldings. This had in
fact a double impact on the men: they felt safer and therefore their work improved.
I hope that. fr future sites. these same men will be able to apply what they
learned, and will even try to convince others to respect those same basic security rules.
for there is no point in respecting complicated security rules if one ignores the most
elementary ones.
3.3.Quality on site
As I said earlier, tile French quality criteria difibred from the Singapreains. for
they were much tougher. And since tllis site was about constructing a live star hotel. with
the reputation of being thle future most beautiful hotel of Singapore. these quality criteria
seemeld almost natural. But we still had to make sure that all subcontractors were
respecting tile French quality criteria.
As I mentioned earlier, I was ill charge of the quality inspection.ls of the ceiin
frame. This part did not involve much about quality. but more about security. However.
since I worked with the false ceiling subcontractor, I was aware of what could be done to
perfect the quality of finishes.
In Singapore a system of mock-ups can be found. hich is in fact building a real
scale prototype of' what has been drawn 1y the architect. I was almost finished with my
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training period, so I decided to check the progress of the second floor. which had been
completed a long time ago. I knew there were some problems with the quality of finishes.
so I Went to give Achwee a hand. And with a plasterer, we prepared the mock-up of the
ceiling in a room. I 1old tell him what would be spotted, so he would correct it. This
mock-up was accepted, and served as a basis for all the other ceilings in the second floor.
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PRESS INFORMATION 21 March
2000
DRAGAGES SINGAPORE GAINS OHSAS18001 CERTIFICATION
FOR SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
First contractor in Asia to be certified.
Dragages Singapore has become the first construction company in Asia to be certified to
OHSAS 18001 for its safety management system.
Released in 1999. OHSAS 18001 is a new certification scheme designed to promote a
healthy and safe working environment and answers increasing demand from all industries
for a scheme to improve and recognize good Safety Management Systems. The
certification was awarded by Singapore's Building Construction Authority (BCA).
Sam Goh. Safety Nanager of Dragages Singapore says the scheme has assisted the
company in its continuous review and improvement of safety management: "It has
helped LIs to refine our management of health and safety risk assessment as well as
improving overall safety performance, and I am confident it will help us to achieve our
goal of zero accidents on site."
ie added that the scheme had been relatively simple to integrate with the company's
existing ISO 14001 and 9001 management systems and the safety management system
based on BS 8800.
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Dragages Singapore is engaged in four condominium projects in Singapore: The
Equatorial. The Sterling, The Floravale and Hazel Park. It is also responsible for the
Fullerton Building project. comprising the renovation of the historic Fullerton Building
and its transformation into a luxury hotel, as well as the design and construction of One
Fullerton. a striking new commercial building opposite which is linked by an
underground pass.
I )ragages Singapt're S par( i tuygues Consiru on, w hii has its headquarters in France, and is one of the rid leading buildiny
and I L. I% iur k s contrauIlrs
[or further iuformtiofl please contact Dragages Communications Depiariument
Jane Field on Tel (8-52) 2511 4261 or Fax (852) 2588 1979 or email
ftieldeqloaxUe tUaS. C(Om
Visit our Website at http:/1ti'v. bouyNxguesasha. Cml
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